Development of MS(n) in digitally operated linear ion guides.
This publication demonstrates the use of digital waveform manipulation in linear ion guides to trap isolated ions and fragment them before mass analysis by time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS). Ion trapping and collection was performed by waveform duty cycle manipulation to create a negative axial potential between the rods and the end-cap electrodes. Ion isolation can be performed by duty cycle manipulation to narrow the range of stable masses while continuing to axially trap the ions. Further ion isolation can then be performed by jumping the quadrupole frequency to each side of the stability zone to eliminate ions above and below the isolated ion mass. Collision-induced dissociation was demonstrated by duty cycle manipulation to either axially or radially excite the ions. The methods for performing these types of excitations are discussed and demonstrated. These techniques can be combined or used separately for MS(n) analysis. The use of frequency and duty cycle manipulation of the applied waveforms simplifies the hardware while greatly increasing the capabilities of linear ion guides and quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometers (Q-TOF-MS). Linear quadrupoles can now be used as high efficiency ion traps for collection, isolation, and tandem mass spectrometry at any value of m/z when operated digitally.